This Girl Can
Sussex Network

...one year on!

The story...
In 2021 we formed the This
Girl Can Sussex Network as
a way to bring together
those of us working to get
more women and girls
across Sussex moving.

what happened
next...
We used that insight to hold further
forums, share the latest research,
lived experiences and good
practice. All with the aim of
reaching those women and girls
across Sussex who are most at risk
of inactivity and ensuring they have
access to physical activity
opportunities.

We onboarded a second
ambassador, then put a call
out for champions who could
help us amplify the This GIrl
Can campaign locally,
sharing their own insights
and mobilising more women
in their communities.

We launched the
network with a forum
and used it as an
opportunity to find out
what the needs and
gaps were within the
sector and areas of
focus for the network.

The impact...
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New TGC Sussex Instagram profile
- 151 followers
Views of TGC webpages & stories
- 3,584

Press adversiting value equivalent
- £30,852.89
TGC videos and event recordings
- 884 views

wider impact...
Amplifying the campaign
locally
One of our Champions, Sarah Levett
has been using her Champion role
within her work as a school teacher,
helping to inspire more girls to get
active and being a strong role
model.

Lots of my students
will say at school
“I saw you out running
at the weekend Miss!”
- that makes me smile!

Making connections
As a result of one of our forums, an
attendee, Carol Bates BME (Crawley Old
Girls), connected with Liz Prinz (Women
In Sport) about her journey through the
menopause and as a result was included
in their #menopossibilities campaign.

Ladies living well in later
life - learning cohort

It's been really beneficial
to reflect on what we could
focus on more and do better (i.e.
Following feedback from network
how to encourage women from
members, we set up a learning
lower income backgrounds). Also
cohort focusing on engaging
being part of this cohort has increased
women aged 60+ in activity.
our network of people to call on for
advice and future contact.
The cohort brought together 7
partners to share insight and good
practice, and review how the inactivity
design principles tool can specifically
support working with this audience.

